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Glover to perform for Black History month
by Scott Runyon
editor-in-chief
Danny Glover is not only the big
time actor known for three Lethal
Weapon movies, he is also a performing artist who is making a stop
at Hope College on Feb. 7 , 1 9 9 3 in
an exclusive and limited tour commemorating Black History Month.
Glover will be teamed with actor/director Felix Justice in the portrayal of Martin Luther King Jr. and
Langston Hughes in a performance
to be held in the chapel. The event is
part of the second annual Student
Speaker Series sponsored by Student Congress.
Congress brought to campus Alex
Haley, author of Malcolm X and
Roots, last year beginning the series.
For ticket distribution, students
will get a first crack, because the
event is organized by and for students. Sale will be opened later for
those outside Hope.
Anne Bakker-Gras, director of
student activities, feels this event

and series can be significant for students.
"It's an opportunity to get students to see something and hear
about people (Martin Luther King
Jr. and Langston
Hughes) that
they
maybe
wouldn't otherwise go and hear
about, because
of the name appeal of Danny

G l o v e r , "
Bakkcr-Gras
said.
The performance titled
"An Evening
With Langston
and Martin" is
designed
to
c o m b i n e the
emotional impact of a theatrical reading with the
audience interaction of a personal
appearance. The format will offer
an interpretation of the words and
lives of King and Hughes while allowing Glover to share both histori-

cal and personal reflections. A
question and answer time will follow the performance.
"It's important that we don't just
go for the name [when choosing the
person for the
series] but for
substance," said
Holly Moore,
Congress president whoalso sat
on the committee to brainstorm
names for the series. "I think that
last year and this
year it is substance that we
have."
"When you
first hear Danny
Glover, you automatically think

Danny Glover

of

Lethal

Weapon, but then you look at the
title of his lecture and what he is
going to talk about and you know
there is substance there," she explained.
This substantial two-man team

will cost $12,500 to bring to Hope.
$5000 of this has been appropriated
by Congress from the studentactivity fee. This figure was matched by
President John Jacobson's office and
other funds will
be raised in the
form of donations from other
organizations
and picked up
through ticket
sales.
The Student
Speaker Series
began as the result of work done
by Brad Votava
('92), last year's
Congress president whoconsidered a letter sent
from the 1989
Congress president, Tom Kyros ('89).
"When the series started, Brad's
thought was that we had a lot of
speakers coming to campus through
different organizations, but there was
nothing that was really motivational

for students," Moore said.
"I think Alex Haley was a good
example. A lot of people may not
have known who he was when the
news first came out. But then,"
Moore
ex-

p l a i n e d ,
"through publicity and just
talking, they
found out who
he was. Everybody walked
away from the
chapel that night
thinking this
guy had done

something
great."

G l o v e r
sharpened his
acting ability at
the Black AcFelix Justice tors' Workshop
of the American Conservatory Theatre and received his first national
recognition for a performance in the
New York production of Athol
Fugard's "Master Harold and the
Boys."

Vandalism by Kollen residents may lead to upped housing fees
sinks. Patches of dried brown 'gook'
cling to the newly lacquered walls.
Dark black smears identified as cleat
Residents of Kollen Hall may be marks stain the light paint.
stung with upped housing fees for
This seems to have been the norm
the damage done to the dorm during for a while.
the first semester.
"I remember getting up to go to
Though no decisions have yet the bathroom and there was a mouse
been made, Robin Diana, director of hung to death over the urinal," said
housing, said if the sources of the Eric Wampler ('92), who lived in
vandalism go unidentified, the fine the dorm a couple years ago.
may be split amongst all those who
Last weekend, four tiles fell down
live in the dorm to help cover the from the ceiling of the men's wing
costs of renovation.
on the second floor, the result of
The vandals, suspected to be residents jumping and bashing their
Kollen residents, cracked a sink in heads into the ceiling. A door frame
the bathroom and gunked coffee was also bent.
grounds and chewing tobacco in.
"It's nothing that can't be fixed,"
by Julie Blair
campus editor

Diana sighed. "Currently the van- partying heavier.
dalism goes unclaimed and the col"People come in late, loud and
lege will have to pick up the cost, but drunk," Duane Mroczka ('96) said.
we're looking at billing proposals." "But we wanted to live in this dorm.
Second floor R. A. Chad Rexford It's co-ed and the people are outsaid the damage occurs on weekends, going. Everybody has fun at different
after the late night partiers return. times; if you want to study go to the
"People go partying and come back study room or the library."
drunk...it gets pretty bad," Rexford
"It would annoy me to have to try
said. "If we see it, we try to bust . to be quiet," Bryan Calandra ('95)
them, but it's pretty hard to catch said. Others, though they may like
someone in the act...it usually hap- the social atmosphere, are angered
pens after we're all in bed."
at their peers for making thdm pay
But then those who go to bed for damages they didn't cause.
early aren't really wanted in Kollen.
"The hall stinks half the time and
Many chose to live in there specifi- the halls are trashed every weekcally because the rules are rumored end," Justin Nottingham ('95) said.
to he. lax, the stereos louder, the "I don't do it half the time and that's

why I'm pissed."
Butcompensating Hopeofficials
for damages may be the price Kollen
residents pay for living this lifestyle,
an incentive Diana hopes will cure
the vandals of their bad behavior.
And, though it is difficult to bust
peers, Kollen R.A.'s are working to
enforce harsh new policies designed
to deter vandalism.
"People used to break the fuse
boxes," Ryan St. John ('96) said.
"Now there's a fifty dollar fine if
you touch one."
"Students have to confront their
peers when the rules are violated,"
Diana said. "People have to be responsible for their actions."

Hope students play Santa at
Toys for Tots benefit concert
by Kristina Vander Mark
staff reporter
With the Christmas season in full
s w i n g , Friday night's concert
sponsored by WTHS in cooperation
with Toys for Tots guaranteed that
Santa's bag included toys for many
needy children across the United
States.
Hope students stood in line outside of Phelps cafeteria to be entertained by performers who included
Eric and Chad— normally Eric and
Charlie— and The Voice, two bands
who perform at Parrots and other
local hot spots. Wally Pleasant, a
well-known performer from East
Lansing and a past guest of WTHS,
also performed. The price of admission was one new unwrapped toy.
Remembering what Christmas
meant to them as children and perhaps reflecting what they had wanted
for Christmas as little tykes, students
donated a variety of toys.
Joy Black (*96) donated a miniature red convertible Mercedes. "I
wanted to start the child out right,"
shesaid. "Christmas leads todreams

and needy children deserve to dream
too!"
"Christmas is about sharing and
giving to other people," Rachel
Moore ('95) said. "It shouldn't be
just for the privileged." She donated
Play-Doh.
Chris Cole ('92) donated a puzzle.
"I wanted to give something that
would work on a child's brain "
Cole said. "I didn't want to buy
something like a gun that would
encourage violence."
As students enjoyed the music.
Marine reservists were busy sorting
through the toys and packing them
up to be sent out. Sergeant Dale
Earner of the Grand Rapids Marine
Reserves expressed his thanks to
Hope students.
"Students at Hope have been really generous," Kramer said. 4 They
have spent good money on these
toys and thanks to their donations
many children won't go without a
gift this year."
The bands were also very pleased
to see that Hope students were willing to join them in sharing the
Christmas spirit of giving. "You (the
students) have provided for many

happy tots," said Eric of the group,
Eric and Charlie.
The WTHS staff was also very
excited to work for the Toys for Tots
cause. Friday night's calypso concert was the first charity benefit
sponsored by the station. The WTHS
staff was excited to be able to help
meet the Christmas needs of many
families and appreciated the efforts
of students.
"We had a wonderful turnout,"
said WTHS's general manager,
Trent Wakenight. "Our primary
objectives were to provide toys for
the Toys for Tots organization and
to benefit others. It didn't matter
whether there were 75 or 500 people
in attendance. We would have been
happy either way."
The combined effortsof WTHS,
the performers and students brought
in 150 to 200 people filling two
barrels and five garbage bags worth
of toys which are to be distributed
across the United States.
"It's neat to know that somewhere
around the U.S. a little tot will be
playing with my toy," Ortencia Ruiz
(96') said. "I wish I could be there
to see the child's face."
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DURWOOD GILLETTE carries the banner in
the Vespers processionai during Saturday
night's performance. For story and photos
seepages.
——

Bush perserverance
Stephanie Grier
President Bush delivered a
brief address to the nation last
week in which he announced the
deployment of U.S. troops to
Somalia. In his midday speech, the
president carefully explained that
American forces were acting in
conjunction with a U.N. measure
to bring food to the starved region
and that he hoped for the
mission's quick completion.
The president's speech,
however, was only half of the
story. As he sat in the Oval Office,
giving what may well have been
his last address to the people of
the United States, it became
evident that Bush was silently
sending a message of dignified
perseverance to his country.
In short, George Bush refuses
to be a lame duck.
Instead of silting out his last
few months in office, showing the
Clintons around Washington and
packing his things. Bush is
completing the job that America
sent him there to do. He is
continuing his presence in world
affairs and assuming a role of
strength in the U.N.
At this point. Bush could have
avoided the Somalian question in
such a way that Clinton would
have been forced to make any

decisions regarding the region
when he reached office in January.
However, Bush did not wait. He
made the decision himself, thus
silently declaring that he isn't
through yet. This requires both
remarkable determination and
tremendous faith in one's own
beliefs.
The decision to comply with
the U.N. coalition is not the first
major move made by the outgoing
president since the election, but it
is one in which he has shown a
significantly greater amount of
leadership. This leadership is
important, since it is rare for any
losing incumbent to think
leadership possible after the
election results are in. For George
Bush to take an authoritative
position is nothing short of
amazing.
Bush's current leadership may
be his salvation as history is
written. He will leave office not as
a weakling who did not serve his
country well and therefore lost the
race, but as a brave man who
faced loss well and worked
beyond it. He will not be
remembered as Clinton's
adversary but as someone who did
the best he could at the end of a
difficult term.
President-elect Clinton has
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himself said that there can be only
one president at a time, and that
Bush should be allowed to make
his decisions as he sees fit. Of
course, even though this seems a
generous sentiment on the part of
Clinton, we should bear in mind
that foreign policy has never been
Clinton's strength, whereas Bush
is quick in correctly judging these
sorts of matters. It will benefit
Clinton rather well if Bush helps
him get started.
However, it must also be
impossible for Clinton not to
recognize Bush's perseverance
and to be rather impressed by it.
He would certainly not attempt to
strike it down.
In the long run, Bush's
determination may likely benefit
all of America. Not only will he
perhaps lead us into a better
position in terms of foreign
policy; he will also provide an
outstanding example of dignity in
the face of terrible loss.
It is a wonderful thing for a
man to be able to speak to the
nation which voted him out of his
job and say, "Wait a minute, I'm
not through yet." This is a mark of
distinction, and an example for
everyone who will ever wish to
maintain his own sense of honor
and dignity in the face of failure.

Students evaluate professors
by Kristin Marrs
staff reporter

Student Instructional Reports
(SIRs) are taken seriously.
In order to make students aware
of this, a letter has been composed
by Hope College Provost Jacob E.
Nyenhuis and three students from
the Academic Affairs Board. This
letter will be read to students prior to
filling out the evaluation.
"These three students worked
with me and reviewed this sheet of
instructions, Nyenhuis said. Our
intention was to make it as clear as
possible in order to insure the
seriousness of evaluating teachers
at Hope, because we take them
seriously in order to evaluate their

effectiveness as teachers."
There are several reasons given
in the letter as to why students at
Hope should take these evaluations
seriously: SIRs are a valuable
assessment
of
teaching
effectiveness; the professor can use
student ratings of his or her
performance as a means for
improvement; and the ratings will
be considered by the departmental
chairperson, dean and provost when
making judgments about everything
from continuation of employment
to salary increases and promotions.
The SIR is used for professors
who are on tenure track. After six
years of tenure track, these
evaluations become part of the
criteria used in determining whether
or not a professor ought to receive

tenure. SIRs are also administered
to professors w h o are up for
promotion, or to professors who
request the SIR in order to do a selfa n a l y s i s for his or her own
professional development. The only
people who receive a copy of the
SIRs are the faculty member, the
provost, the dean and the faculty
chair.
The SIR is a standard student
evaluation of teaching produced by
the Educational Testing Service
(ETS) of Princeton, New Jersey for
administration in colleges and
universities across the country. The
evaluations are machine read and
results are used to compare how an
individual faculty member in a
particular course fared compared to
others across the country.

Joint Archives an unexplored resource
by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter
The Joint Archives of Holland,
the area's History Research Center,
opened to the public in August of
1988. Located in the basement of
VanWylen Library, the Archives
originally served an average of 30
people per month. Today, between
80 and 100 people use the Archives.
In order to increase student
awareness of what the Joint Archives
offers, background information is
essential. According to Archivist
Larry Wagenaar, the archives are "a
place where letters, printed
materials, photographs, recordings,
and historical records are stored and
taken out for people to use and handle
in their research."
The Joint Archives of Holland is
a union of historical archives,
drawing on the resources of the
Holland Historical Trust, Hope
College and Western Theological
Seminary. Run by Archivists Larry
Wagenaar and Craig Wright, who
are assisted by four volunteers and
four undergraduate students, the
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ARCHIVIST LARRY WAGENAAR checks a file.
Archives serve a variety of people,
Not only students visit this research
center, but local genealogists and
scholars from overseas also benefit
form this unique collection.
A l s o included in the Hope
C o l l e g e C o l l e c t i o n are many
materials that may be used to piece
together H o p e ' s past. Old
newspapers,letters,and photographs
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may be found lining the back of the
Archives.
. Wagenaar states, "Our holdings
are rich in a variety of ways. We
welcome all individuals who wish
to use our collections in their
research. There is no fee to access
our materials and we encourage
scholars, students and the public to
make full use of this unique source."

SOMALIA
Marines representing the United States arrived in Somalia on Tuesday
in an effort to ensure that relief food reach starving through the
prolonged clan warfare. Two Navy warplanes flew over Mogadishu in
efforts to secure the capitol for the arrival. In the southwestern town of
Baidoa, clan warfare killed 48 people. In related news, Kenya closed its
border to prevent armed Somalis from fleeing.
INDIA
Religious riots erupted in India and spread into Pakistan leaving over
200 Hindus and Muslims dead. The riots followed Sunday's destruction
of an ancient mosque in northern India by Hindu extremists. Fighting
with firebombs, knives, axes, and stones engulfed dozens of towns in
India and threatened the survival of Prime Minister Roa's government.
Police in Bombay shot dead 40 rioters and Indian authorities moved to
ban fundamentalist groups.
GERMANY
Germany's new asylum plan drew criticism from a refugee rights
group, which charged Bonn was bowing to demands of neo-Nazis by
agreeing to tighten asylum laws. Ultra-conservatives said Sunday's
accord between government to opposition doesn't go far enough to stop
a refugee influx.
SOUTH AFRICA
A black guerrilla group declared war on white South Africans and
threatened to kill government leaders, including President de Klerk. In
response, de Klerk said he was considering urgent measures against the
Azanian People's Liberation Army, which has taken responsibility for
two recent attacks on white civilians.
ANGOLA
Unita rebels agreed to join a coalition government in Angola and to
respect a truce. The pledge by the guerrillas came three days before the
expiration of a government ultimatum for Unita to halt hostilities or face
a declaration of war.
SARAJEVO
Serb gunners pounded parts of Sarajevo, prompting the government
to issue an alert for residents to stay inside. The U.N. said relief flights,
suspended last Tuesday, wouldn't resume for days. Authorities in the
Bosnian capital announced that the city's sole bakery would close today
because of insufficient fuel.

Greetings
from
Student
Congress. The main focus of last
week's meeting was an appeal for
$800 from The Anchor. Appeals can
be made by any student organization
to ask for funds that were asked for
the previous year that weren't
granted. Last year, in their budget.
The Anchor asked for a stipend for
editor Scott Runyon ('93) to work
during the summer. Although this
proposal wasn't accepted by the
Student Congress Appropriations
Committee, Scott went ahead and
worked on The Anchor over the
summer with the understanding that
he could appeal the Appropriation
Committee's decision.
As a result of the forty-hour weeks
Scott put into the newspaper (on top
of two other jobs) this summer. The
Anchor
looks much more
professional and is run more
efficiently than ever before. A
motion was made that Student
Congress accept the A/jc/wr'5 appeal
for $800 to reimburse Scott for the
work he did on The Anchor during
the summer. The appeal was hotly
debated, and the Congress divided.
The original motion was amended
so it would read that Scott would be
reimbursed $250. The motion was
passed as amended with 13 "yes,"
nine "no," and two "abstain" votes.
Some of the arguments involved the
wish not to make this a precedent for
future budgeting, the feeling that
Scott did/did not deserve
reimbursement, and the hope that
students wouldn't think of their
organization leadership as a job.
In order to solve the problem of
having The Anchor position of
editor-in-chief being tossed in the
laps of unprepared people in the
future. Student Congress hopes to

Eric Fielding
have hiring for the position take
place earlier in the school year so
that those who are already editor-inchief can train the new person. This
should make the transition between
leaders more smooth and help The
Anchor be run more consistently
from year to year.
Since the debate on the appeal
took so long, we didn't discuss much
else at the meeting. However,
tomorrow we will be discussing the
parking problem and voting on
which solution we would like Hope
College to pursue. The solution, or
list of solutions, will be sent to the
administration for consideration.
Since this recommendation comes
from Student C o n g r e s s , the
administration views it as the voice
of the students. Please make sure
that you tell your representative(s)
what you think about the parking
problem and how it can be solved.
Fact of the week: Kristen
Douglass ('96) represents Dykstra;
Eric Fielding ('93), Cosmo/Arkie;
Eric Foster ('96), Kollen; Kori Foster
('96), Dykstra; and Chris Heaton
('96), Kollen. The representative of
the semester (in my opinion) is Robin
Wagner ('95). All who live in
College East Apartments should
thank her for the amazing job she's
done in representing them.

Ferguson uses enthusiasm and humor Mock senate a 'good idea'
in directing choirs to improvements
by Dirk Joldersma
featrures editor

sense, demanding approach to the
music.
Jenn Nash ('95), who worked
with Ferguson in preparation for
Vespers, recounted Ferguson's attention to the details of the music.
"He spent so much time focusing on
the phrasing of the music, so that the
'feeling' and 'mood' would be right
for each piece," she said.
But Ferguson keeps the students
on their toes through methods other
than just tough discipline.
Shonn
Colbrunn
('94)
made a special point
of emphasizing the
humor that was
present in his College Chorus rehearsals. Sharp also
talked of Ferguson
singing satiresof the
Chorus when he felt
the product was a
little lacking.
The members of

by Dirk Joldersma
features editor

When J. Scott Ferguson came
lo Hope College, he knew that
he'd make some improvements in
the vocal ensembles of the college.
The question was, how would he
do Ihis? Since 1990 he has worked
toward this goal, and feels he
hasmade some significant improvements in the
choirs.
The most effective tool in his improvement strategy has been his
own enthusiasm
for the music. Students at rehearsal
talk about the excitement of creation in every piece
he conducts.
Greg
Sharp
('95), a two-year
member of the
J. SCO., Ferguson
College Chorus,
described Ferguson as "thrilled ference in their results, and so has
with each new song. He really is the Hope community.
"There was the perception that
able lo raise the chorus's energy
by just working so hard himself." the C o l l e g e Chorus was not
Another aspect of Ferguson's extremely good before," Sharp said.
But now I think that is gradually
success, in particular with the College Chorus, has been a no-non- changing. Now, College Chorus is

.1

by Dirk Joldersma
features editor
There will be an opportunity to
escape from the routines of Hope
College life and flee to the NeverNever land of the Renaissance on
Friday, Dec. 11, and Saturday, Dec.
12.
The department of music will be
sponsoring the 15th Annual Christmas Madrigal Dinner, and it will be
open to the public.
A madrigal dinner is a traditional
Renaissance celebration that, in its
heights, could last for as long as
seven or eight hours, sometimes even
days. Hope's dinner, though, will
only last between two and two-anda-half hours.
J.Scott Ferguson, coordinator of
the dinner and assistant professor of
music, described it as "dinner
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Grooters and Beal
present
the fourth annual
(

y{pcl<i T/espers
A

Christmas Celebrat ion
December 11, 8:00 p.m.
Christ Memorial Church,
Holland
December 13-14, 8:00 p.m.
Club Eastbrook, Grand
Rapids
Tickets; Available at
local Christian bookstores
& Club Eastbrook.
$10 in advance $12 at the
door

sponsored by
94.5 KLQ

it.

theater" and added that it will be "a
nice way of taking a break from
things. You're ushered in as'lord'
or4 lady' so-and-so by the court crier
and transported back in time to the
16th century."
The highlight of a madrigal is the
dinner entertainment, and the Hope
College dinner will be no exception.
Performers include a brass quintet,
dancers performing a traditional
English masque and the student
Collegium Musicum portraying—
and singing both Christmas and
secular renaissance m u s i c —
membersof King Henry VIIFscourt.
The dinner will start at 7 p.m.
both nights, and tickets are available.
Prices are $4 for Hope students on
the meal plan, S15 for adults and $6
for children under 12. Ticket information can be acquired from the
department of music's office at
x7650.

signing for the hearing
impared

not the Chapel Choir, but it can
produce some really high-quality
music, especially because of its
large numbers."
The Chapel Choir is also going
in new directions. Next summer
the Chapel Choir intends to tour in
south-eastern Europe, through
lands that were recently closed
behind the Iron Curtain. This fascinating experience will be embellished by a proposed recording
of the European concerts on a
compact disc.
The production of a compact
disc by the Chapel Choir is a Hope
College first, and a revealing
tribute to the excellence of the
choir.
Ferguson has made, in just twoand-a-half years, a significant impact on the choirs of Hope College.
College Chorus is a rejuvenated
program that is moving onward
and upward, performing with a
rediscovered confidence. The
Chapel Choir, long the mainstay
of Hope's choirs, has moved into
new and exciting areas.
Students
working
with
Ferguson have had an almost
universally high opinion of him as
a director and person, and these
high marks have been given also
to his performance in working with
Hope's ensembles.

Dr. Elder and Dr. Dandavati's
Introduction
to
National
Government classes culminated a
three week unit with a meeting of
the United States Senateon Saturday,
December 4.
Each of the students in these
classes has been studying the positions and politics of a particular
senator since the second month of
the semester, and they applied this
study to cast their representative's
vote on bills addressing the vital
current issues of hand gun control,
the budget, abortion, a federal crime
bill, environmental policy, civil
rights, health care and international
trade policy.
For three weeks, each "senator"
worked in a sub-committee to prepare a bill, and these bills were
submitted Saturday to a final vote
before the entire Senate. In the subcommittees, senators worked hard
to advance their positions, but
learned that compromise is an inevitable part of legislative work.
Karsten Voskuil ('96) explained
the senator's experience. "It was
pretty frustrating at times.
Everybody was working so hard to
include what they thought was
important, but our senators all had
different ideas on exactly what the
right policies were. So we were
forced to give up some of what we

really wanted and just take what w e
could get."
This year, the Mock Senate
simulation added a new element.
Students also portrayed the roles of
lobbyists. Some advocated positions
of interest groups, like the Heritage
Foundation, and others represented
|he president. These students had an
extremely important role to play,
because they provided a steady
source of detailed information for
the senators on individual issues.
By consulting lobbyists, the senators
were able to receive high-quality,
though one-sided, information.
David Stapleton ( ' 9 6 ) , a
presidential lobbyist for the Crime
Bill, explained his role. "The most
important thing for me was to keep
a constant stream of information
going to the senators, especially the
sub-committee chairman. Other
than that, 1 just helped to write a few
speeches and made sure that the
speakers for Saturday morning were
all set."
Saturday morning was a mixture
of frenzied activity and speeches.
Last minute negotiations took place
on different issues, while various
senators took the podium in hopes
of solidifying support for their
position.
"I thought that it was a good idea
to role-play a senator," commented
Matt McLouth ('95). "We really
learned about the Senate, and the
problems that surround it."

Nemeth and students evaluate
Encounter With Cultures class
by Heather Mumby
production editor
When asked if there is a serious
race and ethnic relations problem
here on campus, a typical Hope student would probably answer, "No";
unless that student was a member of
the minority.
This is just one of the results
found in a study conducted in
professor Roger Nemeth's Social
Research Methods class.
In a project which began the second week of November, Nemeth's
class tried to discover the attitudes
of Hope students concerning race
and ethnic relations and the successfulness of the Encounter With
Cultures class.
Students of the class conducted
the study. They developed questions which were used in a campuswide survey and conducted this
survey over the telephone. They then
had to analyze this collected data
according to a number of hypothesis
they had formulated before.
As stated earlier, the vast majority of students don't feel that there is
a serious problem on campus. However, other results show that most
students feel there are indeed serious
race and ethnic relations problem
between Hope students and the
community.
The study also found that 85-86
percent of those surveyed feel that
we need more minority students at
Hope. 79 percent feel we need more
minority faculty and 63 percent feel
we need more women faculty members.
The students of the research class
found that people answered differently depending on where they grew
up, what kind of high school they
went to, and whether or not they
were a minority.
It was found that students who
went to high schools predominantly
made up o f minority students,
whether they were a minority or not,
were more likely to think that there
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ROGER NEMETH and research class conducted a
campus-wide study on race and ethnic relations.
was a serious problem of minority
under-representation on campus.
"The fact that better than three
out of four of our students are coming
in from lily-white high schools says
something," Nemeth said. "It
probably says something about the
need to encounter minorities in
college because they aren't getting
it in high school."
One of the goals of this study was
to see if there was a difference in
attitudes between students who have
taken the Encounter With Cultures
class and those who haven't.
The researchers found that 82
percent of the students who had taken
the class believed that they were
more appreciative of other cultures
because of it. They also found that
students who had taken the course
were much more likely to think that
we needed more minority students
and faculty on campus.
Most Encounter With Culutres
students said that they felt it would
be beneficial to have more classes
related to multi-cultural issues
available.

When students who had taken
the course were asked why they
took it in the first place, 56 percent
said that they had done so to fulfill a
core requirement.
The researchers believed that
students who took the course for
reasons other than to fulfill core
would get more out of the class and
feel that it had a greater impact on
them. Their study confirmed that
these students did feel that the class
was more important to their college
education than those who took it for
core.
This brought up the question
about what kind of an impact the
course could make on students if
they were required to take it, which
has been suggested.
Right now, the fate of the Encounter With Cultures class is being
discussed by the Academic Affairs
Board. So far it has been on a
probation period. They will come to
a final decision this year as to
whether the class will be kept and, if
so, whether it will be made a core
requirement
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Editorial

Malcolm X spurs a healthy discussion
fyf-uch has been said, as it is evident from the letters to
the editor, about the recent movie by Spike Lee interpreting
parts of the life of Malcolm X. The issues this film raised,
including race relations and the life of a man who had a
significant effect on many, are important to discuss because
they hit close to home (for some closer than others.)
We have seen throughout the semester a string of letters
and responses to these letters and responses to the responses.
This is a strong indication that Hope College is indeed
dealing with some very important issues and taking
ownership of their beliefs, feeling about certain things and
doing this publically. This is commendable because it helps
create the sort of healthy, growing community that we
probably all want.
In this particular issue, readers have responded to the
way that Spike Lee portrayed the life of Malcolm X. Mainly
these are in response to a column written in the November
25 issue of The Anchor. In many ways, this is a good example
of how discussion can be constructive for a society. Heidi
Zwart wrote a column, trying to figure out a social and even
political phenomenon. She approached it honestly, raising
questions that were pertinent to her. Others have different
questions and observations because they come to the
discussion from a totally different perspective.
Now, we have four others who have written back and
are able to add to the discussion about how they feel and the
sense they have been able to make of the movie and the
issues raised there. This issue will certainly get hotter than
most simply because of the impact the issue has had in the
past and continues to have today.
But, since this is true, we need to be careful about how
we deal with the topic. The seriousness of the issue calls for
thought before we speak or write. How are we going to add
constructively to the discussion without simply releasing
pent up frustrations aimlessly, which can be tempting when
issues become this hot. The Anchor staff as well letter writers
in need to consider the impact of the messages they put
together. This doesn't mean denying the significance of the
issue, but figuring out the best way to continue discusing.
A good, constructive discussion will invite others to
talk about the progress they have made with issues.
For the most part, Hope College has done this very well
through The Anchor this semester. We should all be greatful
because with good discussion about things that are important
to the community, we will function better as tenants of that
community. We will end up looking out for each other and
become willing to speak up when we have a concern.
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Letters to the editor

Nicies responds to "Gangs and Drunk Students"
Dear Editor,
As a c o n s e q u e n c e of the
November 25 letter, "Gangs &
Drunk Students," many people have
questioned my character. For the
record, I do not terrorize children, I
was not involved in the incident the
author spoke of, nor did I call her an
"old bag."
While the intent of her letter was
not meant to be an attack on myself,
it was insinuating of, injurious and
insulting to myself, my friends, and
my family who wonder how a Hope
College faculty member of 21 years
can write such an letter abouta Hope
student in a campus publication.
Having had this experience, I
would like to share some things about
who I truly am. Perhaps the author
of the November 25 letter did not
know the person she spoke about
was someone who volunteered much
ofhis summer at Muskegon General
Hospital's newborn nursery, is
currently working to make money
for Alpha Epsilon Delta which will
be spent on a community service
project, is aspiring to become one of
the best pediatricians in America
after attending the University of
Michigan Medical School, hopes to

nded through the
mmittee. Letters
propnatio
itations, those of
ions addressed in
. Stories from the
Public Relations
efor$18ayearor$10
or reject any advertising.
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I agree with the idea that Brian
Bollone and Terry Dillivan should
be commended. However, I believe
they are the norm on Hope^s campus,
not the exception as the respondent
suggested. I know many students
whodo volunteer much of their time
to help others.
1 do not believe drunk or partying
Hope students are the largest threat
to the community as was implied in
the response to my letterand I would
like to restate that 1 believe the
Holland police should increase their
efforts to stop v i o l e n c e or
disturbances of any and all kinds
(including those involving Hope
students). But 1 see one major
difference between people going out
to have a good time and those who
simply go out to wreak havoc on the
community. The one may break the
law and disturb the peace, and the
other intends to inflict pain on the
community and cause disturbances
on adifferent level. As a proud Hope
student, I am willing to try and make
a difference here in our community,
Are you?
Proud Hope student,
Karl F. Nicies ('93)

Date rape: a personal experience
(Editor's note: The following
letter was submitted to The Anchor
with the attached note at the
beginning explaining the author's
motivation for submission of the
letter. It is reprinted here to give a
context for the letter. The credibility
of the letter has been confirmed.]
Dear Editor:
This is an account of something
that really happened to me here on
Hope's campus this year. The names
and places have been changed to
protect my identity but the story line
is true. I would like you to print this
in one of the issues of The Anchor. I
want people lo know that date rape
does happen and that it is serious.
Maybe some girls will see that they
are in an abusive situation by reading
it, and possibly some will be belter
able lo understand a friend who has
been raped. I want to stress how
important it is for a woman to realize
that date rape is not her fault and I
would like to encourage anyone
dealing with a similar situation lo
gel counseling.
I wish to remain anonymous but
I'd really appreciate it if you would
print my true story for the benefit of
the rest of the campus.
Thank you.

t
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start his own charity in Chicago to
provide food and c l o t h e s to
underprivileged mothers and their
children, is a hard-working R.A.,
A.E.D. vice-president, and B.B.B.
president. Perhaps the author does
not know anything about Karl
Nicies. "But ignorance is noexcuse."
An excellent example of the error
in the response to my letter is the
statement claiming me to be "the
apologist for drunk Hope students."
My letter mentions also stales "the
purpose of this letter is not to defend
or justify off-campus parties or
under-age drinking..." If you can
make the connection please let me
know.
The other points I would like to
address deal with what the response
to my letter says about Hope
students. I agree with the responder's
point that we as Hope students must
start being more responsible when
we do things on the weekends. I
realize not everyone disturbs the
community, but the actions of a few
individuals do reflect on the whole
student body. As students we need
to put the first foot forward in
developing a safer, more cohesive
community here in Holland.

Sweat. Chills. Panic grips Carin
as she awakens, tangled in the sheets.
Cold sweat. Clammy hands and
pounding heart. Sinead O'Connor,
ice cream, Indian summer days. Far
and driving fast all jumble
in her mind as she breathes deeply,
trying to calm herself, trying to gain
control. The nightmare again. You

know the nightmares you have as a
child—falling in a deep, dark hole,
being chased by obscure monsters,
spiders crawling on you. Carin
shudders as she snaps back to reality,
Reality. Those were nightmares, but
her reality is a nightmare. The scenes
dance in her mind, memories of
him. Tangled. Tangled like strands
of spaghetti. Tangled like her
feelings. Tangled like the way he
entangled her in his lies. Now comes
theangeragain. Why? Why did this
have to happen? It's not fair. Life is
not fair.
Carin hugs herself as she
remembers the good times—she and
Rick driving fast in his little red
sports car, her hair whipping in the
wind. Tangled. Smiling shyly at him
as
she
fell
deeper
and
deeper...tangled in a web of love
and deceit. Sharing strawberry
milkshakes on the beach. Holding
each other tenderly in the warm
summer moonlight. Lies. Laughing
at j o k e s , crying at injustice,
Laughing and crying together. Two
lives becoming tangled. Emotions
like a jumbled heap of dirty clothes
on the floor. The time he sat behind
heron the piano bench as she played
for hours. Making out in his cold
basement bedroom. Bodies tangled
onthegreycarpet.Talkingforhours,
long into the dark night. Whispers,
promises.Jies.
Anger bubbles in Carin as she
hears his voice, the words cutting at
her heart: "You're so pretty, but
your hair looks stupid that way."
"You are lucky that I could see
beyond your body to your wonderful
personality." "You did a great job,

but I noticed a few mistakes." It was
like waves lapping, slowly stealing
sand from the beach and sweeping it
out to sea. Slowly, slowly losing
ground. Losing control. Tangled in
his lies.
Then the awful night Tangled
together in the blue sheets of his
bed. Cold. Sweating. Skin on skin,
Kissing that s e e m e d innocent
enough at first but losing control,
Sinead singing as he took off her
shirt. Crying inside. Wanting to
scream. Trying to say no. But what
is no? Does no mean yes? Tangled.
Losing control. Sinead singing as
his hands caressed her skin. Harsh
caressing. Fighting back tears,
Losing ground. Struggling to get
away. Tangled in the sheets. Bodies
tangled. Sinead singing about a lost
love as he forced himself into her.
This was not love. This was a lie.
Tangledlies like cold, limp spaghetti,
Emptiness. He had stolen a part of
her and he didn't even care. His lies
still taunting her. Deep, dark lies.
blacker than a night with no moon,
Carin tries to block out the
memories, but the more she fights
them, the more ground they gain,
jumblingovereachotherin hermind.
Flooding her mind with anger and
confusion. Hooding her eyes with
hot, stinging tears. Choking sobs,
Cold waves washing her away.
Driving fast. L o s i n g control.
Blinding rain. Or is it blinding tears?
Feeling so dirty. The kind of dirty
the rain can't wash away. Carin slips
back into darkness, the nightmare of
her reality. Slipping, slipping...
emptiness.
—anonymous

Letters to the editor cont.

Malcolm X film draws many comments
See the good
Dear Editor,
I must emphatically begin this
letter by complimenting Heidi
Zwart for first being a skeptic to the
whole history and origin of Malcolm
X, wondering so much about him
that she was driven to see the film.
Second, I give her kudos on being
one of the few white students on
this campus who have leaped out of
the pool of apathy and attempted to
learn about one of the greatest AfroAmerican leaders of our time.
But that is where I must break
off and disagree with her article that
was written two weeks ago. She did
not "really see what good he did"
because she was relying on one
movie to develop her whole learning
experience. One will always be
"confused" when they look toward
a movie to help them learn. Why do
you think people say "read the book
first?" Now that Miss Zwart is in a
disappointed and confused state, she
now craves for the information
within the Autobiography
of
Malcolm X. I must say that she
should have attempted to read his
story before, not after, the movie. I
can surmise that being a Hope
student, she is pressed for time. But
she had ample time to read the book
during that duration when she was
wondering what the "hype" about
him was and why folks donned Xhats. Plenty of time.
Your analysis of the film came
up short also. The movie focused
on his old lifestyle because it
emphasizes that it doesn't matter
where you are from, it matters where
you are going. It is not supposed to
leach a Hope student how they can
better get along with the 12 blacks
at Hope College, nor is it supposed
to be a basis for one's learning
experience. What g o o d has
Malcolm X done? He and Spike
Lee's depiction fits the purpose of
showing how we in America can
change. From a h o o d l u m , to
separatist, to an individual who
stresses equality for all people. I
hope I s h o w e d e v e r y o n e the
importance of going to see a movie
Ike Malcolm X and to leave the pen
and paper at home. One will never

totally learn from a movie, if at all.
So, in actuality Miss Zwart, your
next step in learning about Malcolm
X by reading the book, is really your
first step. Then see the film. My
father has
many different
autobiographies of his hero in our
library at home and I have one here
at Hope. Feel free to use it.
Sincerely,
Eric K. Foster ('96)

Read the book

Give generously
to the
Christmas Seal
Campaign® of the
V

Sincerely,
Chaquita Walton ('93)

'Brave leader'

Dear Editor,
I am writing in response to Heidi Dear Editor,
Zwart'scommentaryin the last issue
This is a response to an article in
of The Anchor titled "X: Who is this the November 25,1992 issue of The
man?"
Anchor.
I have many questions about Ms.
Zwart's motivation in writing her
I had always wondered what the
piece for publication. I was very hype about Malcolm X was. Instead
confused after reading it. Since it of going to the library, I decided to
was included on the Arts & see the Spike Lee interpretation. I
Entertainment page, I thought that it wanted to enter this film with an
would be a movie review. Yet the open mind, but I knew that it would
piece lacked substantial criticism of be difficult. I myself being part of a
the film.
community which has denied
Unfortunately, Ms. Zwart went opportunity, justice and dignity to a
to see the movie Malcolm X to find portion of its own members, I was
answers and came away unsatisfied. not always comfortable hearing what
I was very disappointed that Ms. I heard, but I was impressed and
Zwart wrote her commentary without inspired by the portrayal of a brave
doing any further investigation into leader.
the life of the man that she was so
Spike Lee, in a typically
perplexed about. As a fellow aspiring provocative fashion, details the life
journalist, I would like to advise Ms. of Malcolm X to show the evolution
Zwart to do her homework before of his character. For me, the bad
writing another article on Malcolm Malcolm was not the focus of the
X or any other subject. Another film but the starting point. Malcolm
helpful hint to Ms. Zwart in regard to drew up not knowing his real
watching movies at a movie theatre: identity. His reverend father was
next time stay at home, especially if brutally murdered and he is taken
you are not going to see the film for from his gentle mother. Being from
what it is. You cannot expect to a positive, loving environment, I
enjoy or carefully analyze a film if cannot begin to imagine the
you are constantly looking at your hardships and confusion that he must
watch or talking to your mother.
have undergone as a child. Through
Mr. Alex Haley, who did speak at Islam his life is renewed, he identifies
Hope weeks before his death earlier with a higher being. Driven by his
this year, would have advised that beliefs even to a premature death,
you read the book entitled The Malcolm channels his energy in to
Autobiography ofMalcolmX as told speaking on the behalf of Elijah
to Alex Haley. Like Malcolm, Mr. Muhammad. What he had to say is
Haley believed that knowledge and what others before and after dared
thinking for one's self is important. not say out loud. He inspired those
That was a comment that Mr. Haley who believed in his teaching.
told me personally. Ms. Zwart, you Unfortunately, jealousy and greed
made watching the movie Malcolm
played a part in his demise as

From the Dominican Republic
Dear Hope:
Greetings from the Dominican
Republic. I too am finishing up term
papers and getting ready for exams.
My experience to date has been
enjoyable. PUCMM has about a 50acre campus and now that the rains
have come, it's very lush and green.
I'm basically satisfied with my
classes and my professors do a good
job. I have classes in culture,
language and art; my art class has
been particularly enjoyable because
I'm the only "gringo" and it has
been a much different atmosphere
than my other classes, which are full
of students from the states. I have a
chess class, which allowed me to
participate in the 16th anniversary
university games in the chess
tournament; unfortunately, I lost
both my matches, but I am
improving.
The international education office

X a lot harder on yourself than it had
to be. I advise that you see it again
after you read the book, following
these basic instructions: unclutter
your brain, open your eyes and ears
and most importantly, close your
mouth.
You can also find a copy of the
book in the Hope-Geneva bookstore,
for about $5.95.

has been sending me some Anchors,
and I've enjoyed reading them and
keeping up with Hope news. I read
with interest the articles about
Columbus and the "discovery of
America." It was a big topic here and
the bringing of religion to the New
World was the main focus in order to
avoid conflicts about the conquest,
etc.
The Dominican Republic is much
more Americanized than I'd
expected, but it is a foreign land with
its own identity and idiosyncracies.
There is a large gap between rich and
poor, but the middle class is growing.
In general though, life here is hard
and practically speaking, quite
expensive—especially when one
considers that the minimum wage is
less than $150 (U.S. dollars) per
month.
Gary Pepe

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION
The Christmas Seal People®

members of the Nation of Islam
coveted his popularity. After his
break with the Nation, and his
pilgrimage to Mecca, Malcolm
moderates his anti-white views.
Malcolm X is one of the most
misunderstood men in history. He
was perceived as a crazy militant.
He did not advocate violence but
self-defense and self-realization.
This truth which Malcolm sought is
that which we all seek, an identity
and a place for ourselves in society.
One needs to look no further than
the name. (The X replaced his
original surname. Little, what
Malcolm called the slave owner's
name). I would recommend this
movie to anyone interested in
American history or anyone who
4
digs' a person who overcame great
odds and emerged as a significant
force for good. Isn't that alone worth
the trip?
Sincerely,
Nicole Buono ('93)

Voicing opinions
Dear Editor,
If you have not already read the
review of Malcolm X in the Nov. 25
Anchor, please do so before reading
this letter. After reading the review
I could not help but wonder what the
purpose and motivation was for
writing such a thoughtless and
blatantly incorrect article.
How could she "voice opinions
loudly and emphatically" about a
man she admittedly knew little or
nothing about? What comments
could she possibly have had that she
would vocalize before she saw the
movie?
"Malcolm was not a nice man."
Her reasons for this include: his
family was torn apart, his father was
murdered, he was sent to a private
all-boys school, and the fact that he
was "denied the option to be a
lawyer" because blacks at that time
were only expected to perform
manual labor. Does she really think
that these incidents in Malcolm's
young life, that were out of his
control, necessitate for him to be
called "not a nice man."
While Malcolm was in jail, it did

not impress her that he totally
reformed himself and went to the
extreme dedication of copying the
Webster's dictionary word for word.
From the time Malcolm discovered
Allah and the Nation of Islam, he
educated himself about all that he
could get his hands on. Not because
society told him to, but out of his
own will.
She wrote Malcolm said
"'productions of the devil' was not
the most friendly term to use on an
oppressor." When have you heard
of someone that is willingly friendly
to persons who have taken away
your family, killed your dad, and
regarded your people as essentially
sub-human?
She was "confused because I did
not really see what good he did."
Malcolm X, whose real name was
El-Hajj Malik El-Shabazz, gave a
generation of people who were held
down in the slums of America by
poverty and oppression, a sense of
hope that reformation of self and
society was possible. His life was
the epitome of human and moral
reform.
"Malcolm pretty much gave up
in the end." Rather than hiding from
his enemies, he refused to alter his
mission because of them. He knew
he was going to die on February 21,
1965, but instead of running from
death, was willing to be killed for
the cause of his people's human
righis. We do not consider dying out
of martyrdom, as Malcolm did,
giving up in the cases of historic
saints of Christianity. Malcolm X is
no different.
Her closing statement consisted
of inquiring where she could get her
hands on a copy of The
Autobiography of Malcolm X. "If
anyone has the book or knows where
I can get my hands on one, let me
know." As a college student, I think
it is safe toexpect that your education
tells you that books are available at
libraries. Please, for your sake, not
mine, get a copy of this great book
along with the dozens of recent cover
stories on him, and read, reflect, and
ultimately understand this influential
man.
Christopher Heaton ('96)

Hope strives for paper-free
campus within two years
by Rachel Karpanty
staff reporter
The idea of a paper-free campus
has resulted from discussions in the
Computer Service Committee, part
of the Governance System.
John H. Jacobson, president of
Hope College, said that he was encouraged by Barry Bandstra, last
year's Computer Services Committee chairperson, to establish a
paper-free campus within the next
two years.
According
to
President
Jacobson, the replacement of paper
with computer output is motivated
by three factors, the first of which is
to save paper.
In addition, this new system
would help everyone on campus by
developing a less coniplicated system of communicating and transmitting information. Lastly, the new
system would be taking full advantage of new computer technology.
Jacobson expressed that it is
"wasteful of paper, but also wasteful of time." He went on to explain
that not only does a loss of paper.

and in essence trees, occur, but also are used for scheduling events such
lost is the time of the people who as athletic or other campus-wide
manufacture paper, the people who activities. Thus, when events are
type up the thousands of memos and being planned, conflicts will be
then copy messages to send across immediately obvious.
campus. The computer system
The room reservation system aswouldcutdownon
sists public relapaper and e f f i tions by showing
ciently transfer inthe availability of
formation.
various
rooms,
Over the past
which alleviates the
twelve years, Hope
potential schedulCollege has been
ing problems.
moving toward a
Jacobson bemore sophisticated
lieves that Hope has
computer system.
a very e f f e c t i v e
Jacobson believes
computer system.
there are a f e w
The company with
steps left in fulfillwhich the college
ing this goal. First
works i s called
of all, everyone
Computing and Inmust be involved.
President Jacobson formation TechnolSome of the staff
ogy. He feels that
members still need to begin using C.I.T. is very knowledgeable and
computers regularly. Also, it is nec- able to help during the inevitable
essary that the students have the problems that arise while working
access they need.
with computers.
Two illustrations of the newly
Air idea for the future is the posimplemented enhancements of soft- sibility of having TV monitors
wareincludecalendersandtheroom spread across campus which would
reservation system. The calendars list the upcoming events.
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Vespers brings the magic ofChristmas to fife
by Karen Marty
staff reporter
Hope College and its surrounding communities was provided with
the beautiful tradition of Christmas
V e s p e r s the f i r s t w e e k e n d of
December.
Vespers has been a tradition put
on by the Hope College department
of music for many years. Dr. J. Scott
F e r g u s o n , assistant p r o f e s s o r of
music, and Stuart Sharp, professor
of music, chaircd this year's event.
The College Chorus, W o o d w i n d
Quintet, Brass Ensemble, Chapel
Choir, and the Symphonette helped
creatc a program filled with lively
C h r i s t m a s s o n g s and plenty of
smiles.
Against a backdrop of evergreen
and the beauty of Dimnent Chapel,
candles lit the way of the choir as
they processed into the music of
" O n c e in R o y a l D a v i d ' s C i t y . "
Students carrying candles and a
banner proclaiming "Glory to G o d "
led the p r o c e s s i o n .
As the procession into the chapel
ended and the e n s e m b l e s and
orchestra were seated. Chaplain
Jerry Van Heest gave the invocation
and Holly Moore and professor Elliot
Tanis read various verses out of the
Bible.
D a n d l e Klaassen (96') said, "the
Bible verses told the original Christmas story and they helped to give
meaning to the songs the choir sang
later."
The audience sang exuberantly
and every face shone with a smile.
They joined the ensembles in singing
"Hark the Herald Angels Sing" and
" 0 C o m e All Ye Faithful".
Dick and Mary Wentzell, parents
of Hope College alumni, came from
Kalamazoo to hear the program. " W e
heard it was a w o n d e r f u l music
program so we decided with our
Bible study group to c o m e see it,"

they said.
Maxine Rutters, another alumni
parent, said, 4tI have been to see it
many times and it is wonderful every time."
Christmas Vespers is a celebration of the coming and arrival of
Jesus Christ as well as a statement of
unity. V e s p e r s i n c l u d e s diverse
Christmas songs sung in different
languages. The m e n ' s choir sang
"March of Kings" in French. " Y a
Viene La Vieja," sang by the College
Chorus, gave the audience a taste of
Spanish traditions.
"You hear all sorts of different
songs", said Ruth Blough (93'). "It
is hard to understand but I always
enjoy hearing the different songs."
Several cultures came together
as one on this night. "1 think it is neat
that they do different songs in fore i g n l a n g u a g e s , that is w h a t
C h r i s t m a s is all a b o u t , " L a u r a
Sturmfels (96') said. " W e need to
remember that there are people in
other countries celebrating
Christmas too."
This year, an interpreter for the
hearing impaired was present.
Because extra steps such as this were
taken, many more people were able
to join in the tradition of Vespers.
"This is the first time, I think, that
w e ' v e had an interpreter there for
the h e a r i n g i m p a i r e d — I r e a l l y
appreciated that," Shawn Callaghan
(93') said. "It made me feel as if I
was part of the program."
This year, like last year. Vespers
will be televised nationally on P B S .
For those w h o missed Vespers, it
will be televised on PBS locally
f r o m G r a n d R a p i d s on F r i d a y ,
December 11, at 9 p.m., Saturday,
December 12, at 5:30 and 10 p.m.,
and also on Sunday, December 13,
at 9 a.m., noon, and 10 p.m. Last
year's performance will be televised
on stations across the country at
other times.
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All Anchor photos by Rich Blair

ROBERT RITSEMA (above) directs the Symphonette In a moving
Saturday evening Vespers performance.
THE CROSS IS BORNE by Brian Calandra In the opening
procession (below).
CATHY DANFORTH (below left) pauses to reflect
before her solo for the Choral Introit.

m

Houses gain identity
through use of names
by Heather Mumby and
Jane VanOstenberg

A y o u n g f r e s h m a n went out in
search of a date o n e w e e k e n d a
c o u p l e of years ago. Her inability to
c o m p l e t e her quest led her t o w a r d s a
destructive and vengeful state. From
that point on, s o m e m e m b e r s of the
C o s m o p o l i t a n fraternity began living in a house called Batcave. Although it isn't possible to elaborate
further, this young f r e s h m a n can be
thanked for giving the C o s m o s a
reason to n a m e their house.
M a n y have undoubtedly heard
about Batcave and other such o f f c a m p u s h o u s e s with colorful names.
H o w m a n y limes have you heard
this n a m e and thought lo yourself,
" W h e r e did they ever c o m e u p with
that o n e ? "
H o w m a n y limes have you told
friends or family f r o m h o m e that
you w e r e going to the Pelting Z o o
and received a reaction s o m e w h e r e
b e t w e e n c o n f u s i o n and true concern
for your mental well-being.
It s e e m s that houses have chosen
to attach n a m e s to their residences
in o r d e r to establish a s e n s e of
identity for the people w h o live there.
T h i s n a m i n g of h o u s e s isn't just
a c u s t o m of fraternities, sororities,
and party houses. T h e r e has been an
End Z o n e (where a g r o u p of football
players resided) as well as the Bull

Pen (occupied by baseball players).
Some houses change their names
from year to year. Others have held
the same name for as long as anyone
can remember. One example of this
would be the Sigma Sigma sorority
dwelling known as Lite House.

Tree House has also had the s a m e
n a m e for at least ten generations of
C o s m o s . Originally, they only resided in the upstairs apartment of
this house. In order to get there, they
had to climb a large flight of stairs
w h i c h w a s r e m i n i s c e n t of their
y o u n g e r tree-climbing days. T h u s
the n a m e Tree H o u s e was born.
The
house
known
as
Fahrvergniigen has nothing to d o
with fine G e r m a n engineering but
rather fine Fraler living. It's n a m e
w a s derived from the ad c a m p a i g n
of a f e w years ago. It has been said
that you leave the ' N u g e n with the
same good feeling you gel f r o m
driving a V o l k s w a g o n . Like the
campaign said, it's a "good driving
experience."
T h o s e planning on living offc a m p u s next y e a r s h o u l d start
thinking about a good n a m e for their
house. A name should say something
about the personality of the h o u s e
and/or its residents. But, above all
else, it should be creative.
W h a t e v e r the n a m e may be, for
whatever reason, have a clever prepared response lo the inevitable
question. " H o w did you c o m e up
with that n a m e ? "

WeVe got your leisure shoes
in basic black and colors

photo

GROOTERS & BEAL: a couple of Hope alumni making a difference this Christmas
season through the ministry of musicdurlng the 4th annual Rock Vespers.

Hope ahinmi put on fourth
annual Rock Vespers concert
John G r o o t e r s & Dwight Beal
have been music partners since 1984
when, as students at H o p e C o l l e g e ,
they were m e m b e r s of the c o n t e m porary band E m m a u s R o a d . U p o n
leaving E m m a u s R o a d in the fall of
1988, John and D w i g h t continued
as Grooters & Beal.
T h o u g h geared as a ministry lo
youth and y o u n g adults, the music
of Grooters & Beal appeals to all
age groups. Their music can be lighthearted and f u n , or reflective and
challenging. T h e y have p e r f o r m e d
for audiences of all ages and sizes at
collcges,convenlions,high schools,
prisons, youth h o m e s . Christian
dance clubs, and c a m p s throughout
North A m e r i c a , C a n a d a , and

Nu-Buc
also

Singapore.
T h e m e s s a g e of Grooters & Beal
is fresh and t i m e l y . C o n s t a n t l y
writing material that reflects the issues of our day, John and Dwight
desire to present the hope that Jesus
o f f e r s for all situations.
A f t e r concerts you'll often find
them counseling young people and
referring them to local Christian
o r g a n i z a t i o n s for f e l l o w s h i p and
guidance.
Grooters & Beal are currently
pulling on the fourth annual Rock
Vespers, a c o n t e m p o r a r y musical
celebration o f C h r i s t m a s , l o the West
M i c h i g a n and Chicagoland areas.
T h e intention of Rock Vespers is
lo c o o r d i n a t e s o m e of W e s t

M i c h i g a n ' s best musical and artistic talent in a w a y that will entertain
and inspire the audience to^elebrale
C h r i s t m a s in a fresh, innovative
way.
Rock Vespers was designed to
fill a need not filled by other e v e n t s
offered during the C h r i s t m a s season. While C h r i s t m a s choir cantatas, Sunday school p r o g r a m s , and
even classical vespers celebrations
have a l w a y s been popular. R o c k
Vespers is a c o n t e m p o r a r y style
program particularly appealing to
youth and young adults.
G r o o t e r s & Beal have written a
n u m b e r of original songs pertain-

See A L U M N I p a g e 12

Rock Vespers '92 concert dates and locations are as follows:
December
December
December
December
December

«li«J*rii
umbro

11, 8:00
13, 8:00
14, 8:00
18,8:00
19,7:00

pm,
pm.
pm.
pm,
pm,

Christ M e m o r i a l Church, Holland, Michigan
C l u b Eastbrook, G r a n d Rapids, Michigan
C l u b Eastbrook, G r a n d Rapids, Michigan
T i m o t h y Christian High, Elmhurst, Illinois
T i m o t h y Christian High, Elmhurst, Illinois

Tickets will be available at local Christian bookstores and Club Eastbrook. Prices are $10 in
advance, $12 at the door. Special advance group rates are available, call (616) 456-5256.

Cooehes Closet

L a k e w a y S h o p p i n g Center
1197S E. L a k e w o o d (616)396-2033
also in Muskegon at IbSl W. Sherman Blvd. C6t6)7SS-0424
and eonttng soon to Grand Raptds
The Kentwwod Towne Centre (Target} on 28 5L
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HERE WE GO A'CAROLIN' (left to right) Chris DeHaan {'94), Julie Mann
('94), Stewart Lenlger (*93), and Julie Phillips ('94) entertain the crowds
coming In to see the theatre production of The Nutcracker: A Play by
singing Christmas carols. The Nutcracker wWl run through December 19.
wms
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Double Take
Eric Wampler

Hear and feel the blues
by Eric Wampler
arts and entertainment editor

Recently a friend drew a
picture of a building, one that I
pass every day to go to class.
One that I'm quite familiar with,
having seen it there since I was a
child. One that when I saw it on
paper I mistook for some other
building. It was the
Knickerbocker Theater, and I
didn't recognize it without the
marquee drawn in displaying the
recent movie title.
Is this an experience of little
note? Perhaps not. I realized, as I
later passed the Knickerbocker
Theater, that I never really did
look at anything other than the
marquee, the poster display
cases, and the glass door. The
entire rest of the building might
not have even existed, as far as 1
had bpen concerned, because I
was only interested in seeing
what movie was currently
playing.
How many things do 1 do this
to? How much have I ignored
because I was only looking for
things that suited my purpose at
the time?
Here's a more subtle example.
Jogging, I found myself noticing
that I was completely ignoring
some things. Trees, for example,
when noticed by me were
categorized as non-moving
objects I just had to avoid hitting.
My current objective was
running, and everything else in
the world was damned into nonimportance if it didn't threaten to
run me over or get in my way.
So what? Well, I wasn't really
looking at any of the trees. And,
excuse me if this seems a bit silly
or foolish, but I really think I
should look more closely at more
trees. 1 realize you can't look
intimately at each and every tree,
but that doesn't mean you
shouldn't look at any of them.
Trees, like a lot of things, have a
certain attractiveness—beauty,
even—that I've been ignoring.
Any time you want to deal

with ideas, you usually have to
set boundaries on what each idea
is, what each concept is. The fact
that "tree" can be made into a
concept enables me to talk of a
forest—another concept—
without having to actually
imagine a single one, if I so
wish. But all this doesn't just
stop with trees.
Words, language, the stuff of
communication fueling human
interaction—these things too can
become rigidly departmentalized
and focused for efficiency.
Somebody says something and
your first impulse is to assume
the word or words they said
means the exact thing to you
both. It can't. The vast
differences of human experience
in this world are so varied that
no two words will have the exact
shade of meaning, the same
nuance of connotation to two
people.
This isn't necessarily bad,
though. If you both had exactly
the same meaning in a statement,
there would be no discovery.
What would be the point of
saying it, of listening to it?
Really, then, the fine nuances
in meaning that add up in
extended communication over an
extended span of time c a n perhaps should—be listened to
more closely, rather than just to
take the message at face value
for the purpose at hand.
Because human beings are
much more rich and complex
than one-purpose deals. The
people you will meet along your
path have a texture to their
surfaces that you can see,
possibly akin to the beauty of the
trees that I mentioned before.
Perhaps if I took out some
lime each day for a respectful,
reflective silence I might
discover something new about
myself.
Perhaps I should be more
attentive to such things.

End-of-the-year bash
by Eric Wampler
arts and entertainment editor
Hey kids, there's another poetry
jam just around the corner.
Thursday—last minute switch from
Friday—December 10, at 10p.m. in
the Kletz.
Remember the last one?
Interesting music and poetry lending
each other their artistic flavors. Well,
this one promises to be just as good.
Live poetry, live jazz, open

microphone. It's the end-of-the year
bash that will coincide with the
publication of the much awaited for
Opus magazine. Readings from the
magazine are expected.
Music by the Creative Arts
Collection and an open mic promise
to fascinate—anyone can read with
the band, read i o n e , or just plain
listen.
Tell your friends and come along.
You won't want to miss this
semester's last poetry jam.

o Concerned?
o
Pregnancy?
BirtnControl?
o Sexually Transmitted
CD

3
CD
a
• O

"Diseases?
AIDS?

Call X7585

Confidential counseling
Free Pregnancy Testing

Hope College
HEALTH CLINIC
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Outside, the cold and rain were
scraped along by the wind in search
of the heat of a human body. But
inside Maas Auditorium last
Wednesday, December 2, jazz and
poetry filled the large room with
warmth.
The writer A1 Young—reading
poetry, singing, relating jazz lore—
worked with the jazz musicians of
the John Shea Trio and B o b
Thompson, assistant professor of
music at Hope, to make an
unforgettable night of be-bopping
rhythm and harmony.
The different levels of music and
poetry played off of and
complemented each other superbly.
With light piano music as backdrop
during the reading of Young's
poetry, a continuity was kept up
between the readings and the
s o m e t i m e s raging, s o m e t i m e s
nostalgic jazz pieces that were
always excellent and moving.
At times. Young's poetry could
be indistinguishable from song. He
himself has said, "I see myself
fundamentally as a working class
writer geared to a blues aesthetic."
With his jazz muse, then, he doesn't
go w r o n g — h e i m a g i n a t i v e l y
explores such important topics as
war, love and parental history in an
interesting and alluring way.
A1 Young is the author of more
than 14 books, including the novels
Sitting Pretty and Seduction by Light;
and also the poetry collection. The
Blues Don't Change. In addition, he
has written several volumes of
musical memoirs, screenplays for
Bill Cosby and Richard Pryor, and
with Ishmael Reed was the founding
editor of the legendary multi-cultural
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BOB THOMPSON plays his trumpet at the jazz and
poetry session that also featured Al Young and the
John Shea trio.
journal, Yardbird Reader.
John Shea is well-known to area
jazz lovers. Shea studied at the
Berklee College of Music in Boston
and has performed with such
international jazz artists as Buddy
DeFranco, Warren Vache and
Marcus Belgrave.
Bob Thompson has been invited,
among other places, to play at
Carnegie Hall, and with artists such
as Mel Torme, The Manhattan
Chamber Orchestra and The Jolly
Boys Chorale.

Elgin Vines,bass, and Paul Smith,
drums, have also been involved with
a number of distinguished jazz
greats.
This evening was clearly an
interdisciplinary artistic endeavor
that reached out on a variety of
levels—the colors of words and
meaning with the splash of sounds
and music—to appeal to a wide
number of people. It was an excellent
production, and well deserved the
heartfelt standing ovation offered at
the climax of their show.

Store offers conscientious
buyers a new clothing choice
by Eric Wampler
arts and entertainment editor
;

Do you know where your shirt
came from? Maybe your pants? If
you are like a lot of people, you
won't know too much history alx)ul
many of your possessions in this day
and age.
But if you bought something at
Tikal, 69 8th Street, you would know
something about your garment.
First of all, you would know it
was from Guatemala. The distinctive
colors, patterns and styles are telltale signs of clothing crafted in that
area.
But you would also know what
area of Guatemala, what the local
designs there are—traditions that
boggle the fast-paced fashion-trendy
minds of Americans—and Eileen
Dwyer, owner of this interesting
store, will even be able to tell you
the names of the people she bought
them from.
This is because Dwyer believes
in dealing fairly with the businesses
of the indigenous populations of
Guatemala. She believes in going
there herself to establish contact with
the people she has faithfully done
business with, and she gives them
the same value standard on their
products as they would get here.
She doesn't bargain with them.
She has seen too many tourists who
have dropped the price of some shirt
or coat to some ridiculously low
price, and continue to haggle for 10,
fifteen minutes over the value of
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Tlkal, on Elgth Street, offers Guatemalan clothing.
fifty cents. Fifty cents which do not
mean the same thing to the merchant
who is just trying to keep afloat,
keep a family fed.
Tourists just don't like thinking
they could have got something for
less, even if, as Dwyer points out,
the original price is very reasonable
as it is.
• Dwyer believes in treating these
people differently. She wants their
condition in life to improve. That is
also why she supports the Hope
C o l l e g e Chapter of Amnesty
International.
Amnesty International has also
been trying to assert the rights of
human beings in countries all over
the world, including Guatemala.
A m n e s t y International is an

impartial, human rightsorganization t
that works for the release of persons
imprisoned for their religious, ethic *
or racial background. They alsox
endeavor to end all forms of torture,,
and assure prompt and fair trials for
political prisoners.
^
And they do all this by writings
letters. Thousands and thousands o f }
letters that show the governments
that what they are doing is not ;f
unknown.
j,
So the Tikal store is seen by its
owner as a conscientious new step^
in ethical business— enterprise^
looking beyond profits. People have x
responded well to these new business
philosophies. And this, of course/
lets Dwyer, and people like her,^
continue with them.

Exhibit showcases student talent
by Kathleen Pent
staff reporter

Christmas wish list

Though it isa long-standing Hope
tradition, the annual student art
exhibit is one some may never hear
about.
To some students, however, it is
a surprise to find out that there is a
time when their work can hang in
the DePree Art Gallery. For the
students with work in the show, this
exhibit is a great opportunity to
display their talent.
Each fall, DePree Art Gallery
holds a student art exhibit. Everyone
is welcome to subm it work, but there
is one catch: the pieces that will be
in the show are chosen by a juror.
This juror is always a person who is
independent from Hope College.
A c c o r d i n g to Bill Mayer,
associate professor of art,44 We don't
advise him/her [the juror] on any
selections." The art department staff
simply told the juror to pick a goodlooking show, and that is exactly
what they got.
Some jurors like to pare the
selection down and some like to
include everything that is submitted.
This year the juror chose many fine
pieces of work. Almost everyone
who entered got a piece in the show.
This year's student show has a

R.G. Blair
I have been writing science
fiction and fantasy book reviews
this past semester. I have made
an effort to review current books.
However, I have neglected books
that are great but not so recent.
To remedy this, I have compiled
a small list of science fiction and
fantasy novels, for the avid
>4r7c/7or photo by Rich Blair
reader as well as the novice.
DEPREE ART exhibit displays a variety of Hope talent
Maybe some of these will find
their way onto a few Christmas
great variety of design. There are antelope-hom/silver can/whip. Most
wish lists.
more three-dimensional pieces than of the paintings in the show could be
David Eddings is a masterful
usual. In past shows there were more called abstract or surrealistic, but
writer and he brings life to his
two-dimensional things, probably there are also a few more traditional
series known as the Belgariad.
due to the larger number of art classes paintings and drawings.
The series of five books follows
that work in two dimensions, such
The DePree Art Center is open
the life of Garion, from his life
as
drawing,
painting
and for those who have any spare time
on a farm to his ascension to the
prinlmaking.
this week and want to see the show.
throne of Riva. The best part of
There are over sixty pieces of The exhibit features the work of
these books is the characters
student work in this year's exhibit, many talented artists.
themselves. They almost seem to
about twenty of which are threeSome students may even be
breathe with a life of their own.
dimensional. Some of the more surprised to find out that after looking
Each character possesses an inner
unusual three-dimensional pieces at all the wonderful pieces of student
complexity that is revealed
include a phone with hands coming work, they want to have a piece in
slowly through the course of the
out of it and an object resembling an next year's show.
books. Eddings has woven a
complex world of magic and
nationality. There are the
Tolnedrans, which bear a
Gilbert Godfrey.
alsodeveloped the songs iot Aladdin.
remarkable resemblance to
Secondly, I think that it's good to As Alan Menken died not long ago,
Romans, the Chereks with a
have movies that can be shared by this was their last collaborative
resemblance to the Norse and a
people of all ages, especially during effort. I am particularly fond of a
host of other nations that are
the holiday season. Aladdin is funny snappy little ditty called, "Never
slightly or entirely based on real
enough to keep the interest of people Got a Friend."
world nations. The books focuses
our age, and at the same time campy
I encourage you to take family
on the struggle between the west
enough to enchant the little tykes. I and friends to this movie during the
(Aloms) and the east (Murgos).
was impressed by the fact that the holiday season. 1 wish you peace
The struggle is examined from a
princess in this movie was smart
and love this Christmas. My
personal level, a national level
and did not have to be rescued by
fiance told me that 1 can
and a supernatural level. The
Aladdin, and that he didn't have to
only give five
books in the series are Pawn of
be rich to win her heart.
stars, but I
Prophesy, Queen of Sorcery,
Another impressive feature of the
think I'll give
Magicians Gambit, Castle of
movie is that it does not contain the
it a Robie
Wizardry, and Enchanter's
sadistic violence found in other
Rating
of
Endgame. The series is also
movies made for adults, but geared
* * * * * 1/2.
followed by another series, the
towards children. I feel this is
Mallorean, that resumes where
exemphriedhy Home Alone II which
the first series left off.
will most likely be seen by millions
Barbara Hambly has written
of people that, like lemmings, are
a series of books that chronicle
easily led. But I digress.
the life of a mercenary captain.
Lastly, the movie Aladdin
is
Sun Wolf. The first book, The
graced by a particularly groovy
Ladies of Mandrygan, starts the
soundtrack. The same team that
series by having Sun Wolf
wrote the songs for The Little
kidnapped by women of a city
Mermaid and Beauty and the Beast
who wished to be trained in
fighting so that they can liberate
Robie Rating System
their city from an invader who
enslaved all of the able-bodied
* I'd rather be taking my finals. All of them. At the same time.
men. In this book. Sun Wolf
** I'd rather be listening to the Partridge Family Christmas Album
discovers his own innate magical
*** I loved it. I loved it noL I loved it. I loved it n o t I loved i t . . .
abilities. The next two books.
* • * * Better than the Elvis Christmas Album.
The V/itches ofWenshar and The
Dark Hand of Magic, take on the
***** Better than Sleep. Remember sleep?
form of fantasy detective novels
as Sun Wolf seeks training.
Turning to science fiction,
Dan Simmons is the author of a
duology, Hyperion and The Fall
of Hyperion. The two books are
an exploration of the concepts of
God and man's relation to
machines. The first book is
almost a Canterbury Tales of
science fiction as travellers meet
Stop by to sign a petition
on the planet Hyperion to visit

Aladdin rubs viewers the right way
by Sarabeth Robie
staff reporter
I saw my first Disney film with
my brother David and his wife
Durenka. They took me along on
one of their dates to see Lady and the
Tramp. As a child, I remember the
movie as being magical.
Disney movies have remained
magical in my life. My family took
me to see numerous other films by
Walt Disney over the years. I was
proposed to after Beauty and the
Beast, and this year my fiance and I
went to s e e Aladdin
for our
anniversary.
There are a number of reasons
that Aladdin impressed me. First of
all, I think it is just plain nifty to find
a film today that you can walk out of
and be happy that you spent your
money to see it. Heck, some of my
friends thought it w a s worth
spending the money to see it five or
six times (I'm not mentioning your
name Kathy, because some people
might find that a wee bit loony). The
outstanding cast had a lot to do with
the movie's appeal. 1 had heard a lot
about the Genie character played by
Robin Williams and was afraid that
the rest of the cast would not be as
good, but that fear was unfounded. I
was, for example, more than amused
by the parrot that was played by

on behalf of prisoners of conscience
and victims of torture worldwide

on the Maas side of Phelps
10:30 a.m. - 1:30 p.m.
or
in the library lounge
6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.

Write-a-thon
for Human Rights

the shrine of the Shrike and each
tells their story on the voyage to
the shrine. The second book
intertwines each travellers story
and leads to a climax that is quite
unexpected.
Piers Anthony, well known
for his Xanth novels, has written
a series known as the
Incarnations of Immortality
which deserve notice. In the
series he creates a system where
natural phenomena, such as death
and time, are attributed to a
person who holds the office. In
each book he explores a different
aspect of this system. He
explores death, time, fate, war,
nature, evil and good. Each book
docs not depend heavily on the
others and it is possible to read
the series out of order. They are
addictive, although the first and
last two are really the better
books. The books are On a Pale
Horse, Bearing an Hourglass,
With a Tangled Skein, Wielding a
Red Sword, Being a Green
Mother, For the Love of Evil and
And Eternity.
Anne McCaffrey is well
known for her dragon riders of
Pern series. The first three.
Dragon Flight, Dragon Quest
and The White Dragon, are
classics of the science fiction
genre. They chronicle the dragon
rides of Pern as they use their
huge dragon mounts to destroy a
devastating space-bom life form,
known as thread. The first three
books follow not only the
struggle against thread but the
politics of the dragonriders and
the people they protect. Anne
McCaffrey is a prolific author
and all of her solo works are well
worth reading.
Douglas Adams takes a
hilarious look at the end of the
world in his Hitch-Hikers series.
The books. The Hitchhiker's
Guide to the Galaxy, The
Restaurant at the End of The
Universe, Life the Universe and
Everything, So Long and Thanks
for All of the Fish, and now
Mostly Harmless, are a romp
through a universe that is slightly
off center. In the books, Adams
takes a look at people's
idiosyncracies and makes fun of
them. The nuances of the books
are more than can be explored in
a short explanation.
I hope this list provides you
with some interesting alternatives
to inactivity during Christmas
break. It can be a great pleasure
to sit down with a good book and
totally escape into a world
completely different from ours. If
you have been reading my
reviews and wondering why I
review the books I do give one of
the authors I have outlined above
a try. You won't be disappointed.
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From the Cheap Seats
Steve Shilling

Yellow Endzones
"One for the thumb, in '81"
—Pittsburgh Steelers slogan (1980-81)
For as long as I can
remember, I have spent my
Chrislmas's at Mae's House.
Well, Mae is my grandmother,
however 1 call her by her first
name although I don't know
why. While most people call
their mother or father's mother
grandma or something of that
equivalent, I call my mom's
mom by her first name, Mae.
She's never said "don't do it"
and I don't know when I started
to do so, but I do.
Mae's house (as well as
Grandpa's) is in Pittsburgh, and
this is where Christmas has been
spent for, I believe 20 of my 21
years, (the one year I missed, I
wasn't thinking straight).
As we'd come down the
street, the first thing that I'd
notice is the large Christmas
lights hanging from the three
pine trees in the front yard. Also,
I could see the Christmas tree in
the picture window in the front of
the house with its little white
lights, illuminating the living
room. And the holiday wouldn't
be the same, if Mae didn't have
the front door decorated with
wrapping paper, ala present.
However, nothing beat the laugh
you can get from the first pull of
the Ho Ho Santa that adorned the
front hallway.
As the morning broke and 1
take that first look out of the
back picture window, it's
apparent, that as always, we're
pretty much assured a green
Christmas. Because, contrary to
popular belief, Pittsburgh lies a
little further south than most
people think and sunny and 50 is
not out of the ordinary for the
25th of December.
The day's afternoon and
evening thing then used to be
spent setting up the Luminaria
that lines the street in each
neighborhood. Basically, what
we have-here is candles in brown
paper bags with sand at the
bottom. And from first hand
experience, when the
neighborhoods are lit up with
them it is actually quite beautiful
but nothing beats lighting them
in the rain, which seems to be a
prerequisite for a Luminaria
lighting.
Christmas vacation also
reminds me that this is the
anniversary of the first football
game that I had ever gone to.
January of 1979,1 had just
turned all of 8 years old and was
going to a first round AFC
Playoff game that had the
Pittsburgh Steelers facing the
Denver Broncos. I remember that

it was cold, and that 1 sat with my
mom a few rows behind the
Broncos bench. What I know
since, is that Steelers wide
receiver John Stallworth caught
10 passes for 156 yards and a
touchdown, running back Franco
Harris rushed for 105 yards and 2
TD's, wide receiver Lynn Swann
had a TD and kicker Roy Gerela
kicked two field goals. I also
kind of remember that "Here We
Go Steelers, Here We Go" chant
was really loud. The Steelers
went on to victory that day 33-10
and went on to beat the Houston
Oilers 34-5 in the AFC
Championship and the Dallas
Cowboys in the Super Bowl 3531.
My next NFL experience
came the following January. I am
now nine and can remember a
little more about the game. This
time it was the Steelers against
the Miami Dolphins. I vividly
remember Lynn Swann standing
wide open in the comer of the
end zone and Terry Bradshaw
easily floating a soft pass to
Swann for a score. I also
remember the banners. Steeler
fans have this thing with banners
and I noticed the "Lambert's
Lunatics" and "Franco's Italian
Army" banners as being
prominently displayed. What I
had forgotten was that the
Steelers scored the first three
times, that they had the ball and
led 20-0 after the first 14:09 of
the game. They beat the
Dolphins 34-14, then beat the
Oilers in the AFC Championship
27-13 and the L.A. Rams in the
Super Bowl 31-19.
I don't know, but I think
there's a pattem to this.
January of 1983, the Steelers
have another home playoff game
against the San Diego Charges. I
can't go and in this, the year of
the Steelers 50th Season, they
lose to the Chargers 31-28. They
did paint the endzones yellow (a
Steeler color) with STEELERS
in black across them. This is a
favorite thing of mine; I think
nothing says Steeler football like
the yellow endzones. However, I
still haven't forgiven myself for
not being there.
Well here it is 1992-93, the
Steelers' 60th season and they
are 10-3 and maybe in position to
be at home for at least the first
round of playoff games. If they
do, I'll go and maybe the old
pattern will hold true. I'll at least
owe them the courtesy of
showing up after my '83 debacle.
Maybe they'll remember to
paint the endzones yellow.

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S
SWIMMING:
Fri. Dec. 11,5:30 p.m.
Grand Valley
Tues., Jan. 12,6 p.m.
• Calvin
Sat., Jan. 16,1 p.m.
• at Adrian
• = MIAA opponents
NOTE: events between
December 19 and Jan. 10 are
not listed as they falliiuring
the holidays.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL:
Thurs., Dec. 10,7 p.m.
at Taylor
Wed., Jan. 13,8 p.m.
• Albion
Sat, Jan. 16,3 p.m.
• at Olivet
MEN'S BASKETBALL:
Fri.-Sat., Dec. 11-12
at Aquinas tournament
Wed., Jan. 13 at 8 p.m.
• at Albion
Sat., Jan. 16 at 3 p.m.
• Olivet

4nc/7or photo by Rich Blair

SMOOTH AS ICE, Kristin Carlson ('95) sends up a soft jumper against Madonna (Ml)
during the Hope Classic, December 4-5. The Flying Dutch won the tournament
defeating Christian (III.) 64-57 and Madonna, 74-64. Hope travels to Taylor College
Thursday, December 10 before heading to Georgia for games over the holidays.

Special 'K' and Total
Lady Dutch still snap, crackle and pop
by Todd P. Jungling
staff reporter
Call it a basketball game. Call it
a Holy War. Call it the Protestants
versus the Catholics. But whatever
you call it, realize that Hope College
and St. Mary's were tangled in an
e x c i t i n g g a m e of w o m e n ' s
basketball last Tuesday at the
Holland Civic Center.
At
times
Hope
looked
spectacular,
tenacious
and
aggressive on defense and poised on
offense. At other times they looked
a bit discombobulated—turning the
ball over at crucial times down the
stretch. The g a m e w a s c l o s e
throughout—St. Mary's eventually
subduing a late Hope surge to defeat
the Flying Dutch by a score of 7772.
Katie Kowalczyk ('93) was once
again scorching the bottom of the
nets from the perimeter, connecting
on five of 10 from three-point land
for 15 points.
Nicki Mannes ('95) turned in a

"Magic-aT performance by scoring
18 points, 16 of which came in the
crucial second half.
Meanwhile Kristin Carlson ('95)
did her best impersonation of "Sir
Charles" by grabbing a game-high
14 rebounds while at the same time
making her presence felt on the
inside by scoring 18 points.
The game started out on a good
note for Hope. Shelly Visser ('93)
started the scoring by dropping in a
fifteen-footer to give Hope their
only lead of 2-0. Mannes finished
the Hope scoring in the first half by
dropping her first of 18 points in the
game. In between Visser's basket
and Mannes' basket, players' first
or last name had to start with the
letter "k" to be included in the Hope
scoring column.
Forget eating W h e a t i e s for
b r e a k f a s t — t h e s e w o m e n had
"Special K." Carlson scored 14 of
these points, Kowalczyk had nine
(three 3-pointers), and Candy
Kalman ('93) and Kari Nysse ('96)
each added two.

With Hope trailing 35-31 a n d 1
only seconds left in the first half, St. 4
M a r y ' s made a (pardon the
expression) "Hail Mary" shot at the T
buzzer to take a 37-31 halftime lead T
into the locker room.
Aggressive defense and the hot
hand of Mannes made the game treally exciting in the second half. <
The game got so exciting, in fact,
that audience members were tempted
to pass up the chance to see the^
opening tipoff of the FAB 5 game
against Rice. The game was pretty r
dam exciting!
i
Mannes connected on a 3-pointer ^
to tie the game at 63-63. Hope may
have been on their way to a third win *
against only one defeat, but St. T
Mary's had other ideas. They
executed well on offense and also^
forced the lady Dutch into a few^.
careless turnovers.
U n f o r t u n a t e l y , not e v e n a '
"TOTAL" team effort could save.*,
them this Tuesday evening. St.
Mary's went on to win by a score of T
77-72.
r

Swimmers bring home results
MEN'S SWIMMING
The Flying Dutchmen opened
their season with an impressive
second place finish al the Wheaton
College Invitational. Only N C A A
Division I Western Illinois finished
ahead of the Flying Dutchmen in the
eight team field, 854-820.
H o p e had t w o q u a l i f y i n g
p e r f o r m a n c e s f o r the N C A A
Division III national championships
which will be held in March. There
were a l s o e l e v e n c o n d i t i o n a l
qualifying performances by Hope
swimmers for nationals. It is unusual
to have this large a number of
automatic and conditional qualifying
performances at this time of the
season.
Jon Hescott ( ' 9 3 ) qualified for
nationals in the 100-yard freestyle
(:45.73) for the third consecutive
year. He was second in the nation as

a sophomore (:45.73) and sixth as a
junior (:46.17).
Hope also qualified its 800-yard
freestyle relay team which is the
same as the Hope entry that finished
second in the nation last year—Jeff
Bannink ('93), Kirk Assink ('95),
Steve Hope ('95) and Hescott.
Hope was the national champion
in the 800 free in 1991.
The 400-yard medley relay team
of Jack Methric ('95), Brian Bollone
('93),DanKnapp( , 95)and Hescott
set a new Hope College record
(3:29.19)

WOMEN'S SWIMMING
The Flying Dutch opened their
season by capturing the eight-team
Wheaton C o l l e g e Invitational,
edging N C A A Division I IllinoisChicago 703 to 691.5.
The outcome of the invitational

came down to the last event, the^
400-yard freestyle relay. The Flying
Dutch won the event while runnerup ^
Illinois-Chicago finished fourth.*.
Members of the relay team were
Jennifer Noorman ('94), Denice^
Masselink ('%) Dawn ('94), and^
Kristen Hoving ('96).
T
The Flying Dutch had three
N C A A D i v i s i o n III n a t i o n a l 1
qualifying performances and another^
six that are conditional.
Dawn Hoving has qualified in 7
the 100-yard (:57.65) and 200-yard f
(2:07.23) butterfly events. Last year t
she was the national Division HI
champion in the 200-yard butterfly^
and was second nationally in the*^
100-yard butterfly.
t
Hope has also already qualified
its 800-yard freestyle relay teanT
(7:51.83) comprised of Noorman^
Teresa Kirkland ( ' 9 6 ) and thQ^
Hoving sisters.
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SCHRIER COTTAGE: You girls
have been wonderful. Thanks for

TO R. TROY: Thanks for calling
Tuesday moming at 12:30 a.m.

HEY ANGIE: Happy B-Day! We
love you!— Your Reeverts

^11 the support and encouragement

We had sweet dreams about you all

roomies.

this semester! I'm so excited about

night. Call between 11 a.m. and 11

the rest of the year! Let's party!
feove -soon to be JG.

p.m. only. Have a great day! Love
ya -The Asteroidettes.

SPRINGBREAKERS:

Promote

ROOM FOR RENT: furnished
room close to camps (two blocks).

KBF: Thank you for an awesome

Earn MONEY and free trips.
Organize small or LARGE groups.

semester. It was loads of fun! I am

Campus Marketing. 800423-5264.

House privileges Non-smoker,

looking forward to an even better
spring semester. Love ya -Julie N.

MUSICIANS WANTED: Need

I have the picture? Happy 21st
Birthday! -Love A&C

talented, committed Christian

(male and female) for high school

USED BOOKS: $1.00 and up.
Including classics, art, women's

evangelistic ministry teams. Partial

studies, and poetry. Across from

Support must be raised. One year

Knickerbocker, 77 E. 8th, 3938090.

minimum

commitment.

Opportunity for tons of experience,
growth musically, and outreach.

NOW THAT YOU'RE 21 NATE

Contact ARC MINISTRIES 800-

you're even a bigger tool! Love -

4224383.

GROUP: A support group for those
experiencing anorexia and/or
bulimia and their families/friends.
There is no charge! Monday—
7:30-8:30 p.m. at Forest View

drummers, guitarists (bass, rhythm,
and lead) keyboardists, and vocals

Connie.

21ST

bacon! Besides, I thought you were
a vegetarian!—Fabulous

A. A - , & S.: Thanks for the great
sememester! Fm going to miss you
guys too much! —Heather

WOMEN OF DEGRAAF: Thanks
for letting a complete stranger bunk
in your house for a whole semester!—H.

SE; Grand Rapids, MI49546; (616)

ANCHOR STAFF: I had a great

942-9610. Tuesday—7:30-8:30 at

semester working with all of you.

Forest ViewFamily&Community

I'll m i s s you when

Outreach Center; 1832 Baldwin,

Philly...yeah, right!—The Laffy

Jenison, MI 49428; (616) 4574111.

Taffy Connoisseur

. ' •'

D: Happy Christmas!!!...See ya
I N T E R N A T I O N A L

next semester! — Mil rugger.

EMPLOYMENT: Make money
Japan

MISSING: One small clock lost in

and Taiwan. Make$2,000-$4,000f

HO! HO! HO! Merry Christmas

Ijrother Nate! Love -your sister.
Amy.

Kollen Hall computer lab. Prom

per month. Many provide room&

and Happy N e w Year!—Santa

clock, sentimental value. Please

board+other benefits! Financially

Claus

call x6338 if you know anything.

& Culturally rewarding!
and

application,call

Tickets on ule Mt MllJ^&Q&^.outlete
Including the Grand Center box office, Vinyl Solution, Mleye In Music A Harmony House.
Charge by phone, 616-466-3333.

belKm Production.

VIODU

For

international Employmentprogram

WRITER WANTED: Interested in

.'•V

I'm in

BIRTHDAY

T

x-v

Hospital; 1055 Medical Park Dr,

teaching English abroad.
MAPPY

THIS

EATING DISORDER SUPPORT
NEON NATE: Can I have it? Can

f

RECYCLE

GERBIL: Keep your hands off the
our Florida Spring Break packages.

rion-drinker.
Student with
references. $210/month + deposit
ghone 392-6377.

PLEASE
PAPER

the

building writing credentials? Work

ERIC - may you find the career

ion volunteer basis with WJQ

International Employment Group:

that fulfills all your desires. The

cppywriter...phone Linda 392-

(206) 632-1146 extJ5624.

Anchor staff.

To the North

Muskegon

&

Whitehall bunch: Have a very
merry Christmas!!... See ya soon,
maybe? — U F

7615.

$

<a

Its a Contest!
Pick up those cameras and

I

TAKE SOME PHOTOS

s "

0

1 >

Anchor Photography
Contest
Contest Rules

^ Want to try something new?
» The Anchor is looking for a few dedicated
•< individuals interested in the exciting world of
'
student journalism.
>

'if you're interested, come on down to the office,
] located in DeWitt Center behind WTH§, and
fill out an application,..or just hang out!

1) Color or Black and White photos will be accepted.
2) Photos must be no larger than 8x10 or smaller than 3x5. Do not matte the photos.
3) The photo must depict some campus event, news or person that tells a story. Yes, we are
looking for a journalistic photo.
4) Photos should be submitted to the Anchor office by February 28,1993.
5) Photos should be submitted ilta manila envelope with the name of the photographer, a
campus address and a description of the activity in the photo that would make a suitable
caption (be sure to identify all prominent persons in the photograph). Also, indicate whether
you would like the photo returned.
6) $20 will be awarded for the best photograph, and $10 for the runner up.
7) The photographer give the Anchor the right to print the photo.
8) The Anchor holds the right do disregard material that is inappropriate to print.
9) The winners will be published in the March 3,1993 issue of the Anchor.
10) All entries will be judged by a jury selected from the Anchor editorial board.
11) Employees of the Anchor and Hope faculty are ineligible.

>•

t
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Alumni—
Continued from page 7

ing to the season, and will also
incorporate some of the music of
other well known contemporary
artists. Other vocalists performing
at Rock Vespers include Marcia
Ware, Pam VanPutten, Scott Curley,
Lyn Walker, Joel Tanis and Paul
Chamness.
In addition. Rock Vespers will
include creative expressions such as
dance, multi-media, and drama. The
hope is that through all these things,
many people will have a rich and

Ivan Ned has put out
meaningful experience of the joy of
Christmas.
Rock Vespers always seeks to
return something tangible to the
community. In the past two years.
Rock Vespers has sponsored food
drives, contributing the collections
to various area helping agencies.
This year, consistent with their
theme "The Gift," the event, as well
as the Rock Vespers Ambassadors,
will be attempting to inform and
motivate people about ways they
can be "givers" this Christmas.

Opportunities for local mission and
service, along with children needing
sponsorship through Compassion
International, will all be presented.
Rock Vespers involves a cast and
crew of over fifty local people, many
of whom are volunteers working to
make all aspects of the event happen,
performance, publicity, product
development and sales, stage crew,
etc. All of which are vital lo the
production and message of Rock
Vespers.

M

a lot of fires
He's not a
r

firefighter-

^

he's a teacher. But to the

ML

kids he's reached, he's a hero.

ABOU

BE A TEACHER. BE A HERO.
Call 1-800-45-TEACH.
Reach for the Power

, - A PuWte S«rvte« of
I M ThJt PubMcatton

l u n j u i i
ww tuom. BC.

Photo. Rohm Sachs

For m o s t college f r e s h m e n , the end of
the Fail s e m e s t e r is the first e x p e r i e n c e

H O W D O E S BUY-BACK W O R K ?
D u r i n g the

WHY WON'T THE BOOKSTORE

last t w o w e e k s of the

ihey will h a v e with b o o k b u y - b a c k al the

spring and fall semesters a b u y is held at

Bookstore.

the b o o k s t o r e .

M a n y students c o m e f r o m

T h e r e are actually t w o

BUY ALL M Y B O O K S ?
In a g i v e n s e m e s t e r there are several
factors that c a n cause a b o o k not to be

high s c h o o l s w h e r e b o o k s w e r e either

b u y s g o i n g o n at the same

b o u g h t back at the 5 5 % p r i c e o f f e r e d by

loaned f r e e or rented for a small fee and

time.

the b o o k s t o r e .

they

have

become

accustomed

to

r e t u r n i n g all of t h e i r b o o k s at the end of
each s e m e s t e r .
college,

T h i s is not the case in

where

books

are

purchased

outright b y the student and resale v a l u e s
are d e t e r m i n e d b y a variety of m a r k e t
conditions.

F o r the uninitiated this can

s o m e t i m e s be a r u d e realization.

First the store b u y s

1

^

bought

projected

W h a t f o l l o w s are s o m e of the typical
q u e s t i o n s we get e v e r y y e a r about b o o k

h o w the s y s t e m w o r k s .
W H A T IS B O O K BUY-BACK?
Book b u y - b a c k is an o p p o r t u n i t y for
s t u d e n t s to r e c o v e r some o f the m o n e y

a book order.

semester al H o p e at

following

55 % of the p u r c h a s e

idea lo try a g a i n at the next b u y - b a c k

class

2.

T h e quantities

sometimes

limited

enrollments

and

by
the

n u m b e r of b o o k s the store already h a s
on hand.

The book

is not

term

being

ai Hope,

used

the

it is a g o o d

b e f o r e selling lo the used b o o k c o m p a n y .
3 . The professor
because

has changed

something

available.

The

better

has

bookstore

no l o n g e r

T h e second b u y is d o n e

2

^

the used b o o k c o m p a n y .
Follett C o l l e g e Book C o m p a n y lists

for Follett C o l l e g e
Book C o . of C h i c a g o

t h o u s a n d s o f t e x t b o o k s w h i c h they will

and the p r i c e s paid are

buy,

their established

everything.

even

they

do

not

buy

F o r e x a m p l e , novels and

religious titles are a l m o s t n e v e r listed.

they h a v e spent f o r c o u r s e b o o k s they d o

g e n e r a l , these prices range b e t w e e n 10%

A l s o , w h e n a new edition a p p e a r s the

not

and 3 0 % o f the current selling p r i c e .

old edition h a s no value e v e n to the used

The

book company.

libraries.

to

keep

in

their

personal

This process recycles books

f r o m - t h o s e wishing

to sell

wholesale p r i c e s .

but

In

wish

bookstore

does

not

encourage

to those

students lo sell b o o k s in this m a n n e r

w i s h i n g to buy a n d allows the b o o k s t o r e

unless there seems to be no indication

t e x t b o o k s p u r c h a s e d b y s t u d e n t s will be

to o f f e r used b o o k s as well as new o n e s .

that the b o o k will be used again at H o p e .

u s e d again by any i n s t r u c t o r a n y w h e r e in

There

is

never

a

guarantee

that

O v e r h a l f the titles used at H o p e are

the c o u n t r y .

reused at s o m e o t h e r time, but with new

b o o k s with the e x p e c t a t i o n of reselling

s t u d e n t s c a n m o r e likely expect to sell

DECEMBER
11 THRU 18

back a b o u t 2 5 % of their b o o k s at the

I.D. R E Q U I R E D !

editions,

changing

titles

and

gaps

b e t w e e n the l i m e s a c o u r s e is o f f e r e d ,

end o f the t e r m .

J||\
C

ALFADAR

KORNER

books
become

n e e d s the b o o k but it m a y b e b o u g h t for

b u y - b a c k with s o m e a n s w e r s that w e
h o p e will i n c r e a s e y o u r u n d e r s t a n d i n g of

has noi yet submit led

b o o k s that are being
used the following

price.

are

S o m e of t h e m are.

1. The professor

S t u d e n t s should not b u y

e v e r y one -

that h a p p e n s in very f e w

cases.

real value o f a book

The

is

o b t a i n e d by studying it c a r e f u l l y and if it
c a n be resold w h e n no l o n g e r needed
then that is an extra b o n u s .

HOPE-GENEVA BOOKSTORE
OF EVENTS

Arts & Entertainment
SAC movie Dec. 11-13 The Lawnmower Man, Fri. and Sat. 7
& 9:30 p.m., Sun. 6 p.m. Art Exhibition Juried Student Show, Dec. 5 through 20 in
DePree Art GaUery
The Nutcracker - A Play Nov. 27-Dec. 19, Main Theatre, DeWitt, matinee
^and evening performances. Call (616) 394-7600
lor more information.
Mind Reader and Psychic Magician
Craig Karges, Fri. Dec. 11,8:30 p.nL in Kletz

Campus Events
Arts and Humanities col)lloqiiiii
Student presentations,
b, Wed. Dec. 9,3:30 p.m. in
Dow 203 v
Student Dance Production M ,; Wed. & Thurs. Dec. 10 & 11,7:30 p.m. in Dow
Studio
Human Rights Day *
Thurs. Dtec. 10, 40:30 a.m. in Maas Lobby and 6
>.m. in Library Lounge
istmas Chapel Service Fri. Dec. 11,11 a.m in Dimnent Chapel

Children's Christmas Party Sat., Dec. 12, 2-5 p.m. in Kktz; sponsored by Black
Coalition

We're Gonna
Stoke U Up!
From now until
Dec. 17, pick any
candy bar from our
candy rack and we'll
turn it into a thick,
rich shake made with
vanilla ice cream for
only $1.25!

Student Organizations
Sign Language Club •
Thurs., 9 p.m. in Voorhees Basement, Maas Rm.
Fellowship of Christian Students - * | '-r
Mon., 9 p.m. in Maas Auditorium
InteiVarsity Christian Fellowship - • >v; ^ v J ' r
: Fri., 8:30 in Maas Conference Rm.
Forensics Association Mon. 9 p.m. in Lubbers 103 (Call Alspach x7594)
ACOA - (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Tues. 9 p.m. Sligh bldg. rm. 201 • Call Darell (x7945)
Environmental Issues Group Wed., 6 p.m. in Lubbers 103
Student Congress Thurs., 9 p.m. in Maas Conference Rm. Public welcome
Nurses Christian Fellowship - &
Hope-Calvin nursing students, Thurs. 3:30 p.m, Calvin
North Hall Rm 268
PRIDESun. 8 p.m., Snow Aud.; call Jeremy (x6496) for info
Hopd^or Life Pro-life group, Wed., 8 p.m. in Lubbers 101

The Anchor
Hope College De Witt Center
P.O. Box 9000
Holland, Ml 49422-9000
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